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P E A K F U N C T I O N S O N C O N V E X D O M A I N S 
MARTIN KOLAR 
ABSTRACT. Let Q C C n be a bounded smooth convex domain and p € bfl be a point 
of finite type. This paper constructs continuous and Holder continuous peak functions 
at p on fi. The construction uses Bergman kernel estimates on and off the diagonal, 
due to J.D.McNeal. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let fi C C n be a domain with smooth boundary and p be a boundary point. 
Let H(Ct) denote the space of holomorphic functions on fi. A holomorphic function 
/ € H(Q)f)Ck(Q), where k = 0 ,1 , . . . , oo, is called a Cfc-peak function at p if f(p) = 1 
a n d | / ( g ) | < l f o r g € f i \ { p } . 
If a peak function exists, it gives a powerful tool for analysis on O. For various 
applications of peak functions see e.g. [H] and [Ch]. 
If / is a peak function, then 1/(1 — / ) is a holomorphic function on fi which blows 
up at p. Hence if Q has a peak function at every boundary point, it is necessarily 
pseudoconvex. 
The question of existence of peak functions on pseudoconvex domains is well 
understood for strongly pseudoconvex domains. In this case one can introduce local 
holomorphic coordinates around p such that the boundary is strongly convex in the 
induced linear space, and that easily gives a local C°°-peak function. Then one 
can pass to a global peak function by solving the 9-problem and using appropriate 
regularity results (see [K]). 
On the other hand, much less is known for weakly pseudoconvex domains. Most 
attention here is paid to domains of finite type, introduced by Kohn and D'Angelo 
in [K] and [D]. The first negative result is due to Fornaess, who proved that on 
certain domains in C 2 , analogous to the Kohn-Nirenberg example (see [KN]), there 
exists no C^peak function (see [F]). This contrasts with a later result of Bedford 
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and Fornaess in [BF] which shows that on pseudoconvex finite type domains in C2 
there is always a continuous peak function. 
In this paper we construct a continuous and a Holder continuous peak function at 
a point of finite type on a convex domain in Cn . This construction, which links peak 
functions to the assymptotic behaviour of the Bergman kernel, is originally used in 
[FM] for an alternative proof of the result of Bedford and Fornaess. The Bergman 
kernel estimates used in the construction were proved by McNeal (see [Ml]). We 
obtain a semiglobal peak function and then pass to a global peak function by a 
geometric argument. 
1. VTHE BERGMAN KERNEL ESTIMATES 
We will assume that Q, C C n is a bounded, smooth convex domain and p G 6fi is 
a point of finite type T. 
Recall that the Bergman kernel K(w,z), w,z € C n is the integral kernel associ-
ated to the orthogonal projection B from L2(fi) onto its subspace of holomorphic 
functions H2(Q), 
Bf(w)= f K(w,z)f(z)dz. 
K(w,z) is holomorphic in the first n variables and antiholomorphic in the second n 
variables. 
The construction of peak functions is based on the holomorphic functions 
hz(w) = • •' . We will prove the following two properties: K \z, z) 
1. hz are bounded uniformly in z, 
2. each hz is small outside of a certain neighbourhood of p, whose diameter goes to 
zero as z -> p. 
To prove the first property, we will use Bergman kernel estimates on and off the 
diagonal, proved in [Ml]. The second property will follow from pseudolocality of the 
9-Neumann operator N, proved in [M2]. Both these results rely on the fact that 
there is a subelliptic estimate for the 9-Neumann problem in a neighbourhood of p, 
since p is of finite type. 
From hz we obtain a sequence of approximate peak functions, and then, by 
Bishop's technique, a peak function at p. 
In the following, U will denote a neighbourhood of p which is sufficiently small to 
allow all the local constructions. 
First we introduce notation and state the necessary results from [Ml]. 
By a rotation of the canonical coordinates we arrange that the normal direction to bQ. 
at p is given by the 5foi~axis. Then using the implicit function theorem we obtain 
a local defining function of the form r(z\, ...,zn) = 5ftzi - F(3?zi,..., Uzn, ^zn), 
where F is a convex function. For q € U and e > 0 we will consider the level sets 
bnq>e = {zeU', r(z)=e + r(q)} 
which are also convex, by the choice of r. 
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To every q e U and a sufficiently small € > 0 we assign coordinates (z\,..., zn), 
Z{ = Xi + ixn+i centered at q, obtained by translating and rotating the canonical 
coordinates, and numbers Ti(q,e) which measure the distance from q to bQQt€ along 
the complex line determined by the Zj-axis. First we choose z\ so that T\(q,e) = 
dist(q,b£lq^), and that this distance is achieved along the positive Xi-axis. The 
choice of the remaining coordinates is such that it guarantees that the polydisc 
P(q, <0 = {\zi\ < n(q, e), i = 1 , . . . , n} 
is essentially the largest polydisc around z contained in the set {z e U ; r(z) < 
r(q) + e}. Also the remaining Zi, i = 2 , . . . , n, have the property that the distance 
from q to 6fig)€ within the z^-axis is achieved on the positive Xi-axis. (For the whole 
construction and for other properties of the coordinate system, which we will not 
need, see [Ml]). 
We will use the following notation. For two quantities X, Y we write X < Y 
if there is a constant C such that X < CY and C is independent of the variables 
entering X and F , which are clear from the context. 
By definition, r\(q, e) « e. The numbers Ti(q, c), 2 < i < n can be approximately 
calculated from the coefficients in the Taylor expansion of r, restricted to the a^-axis. 
Let 
r(0,...,xiì...,0) = r(q) + үíaІ(q)x'; + O(\xi\
1 
k=2 
and denote A\(q) = |aj.(g)|. We have 
Ti{q>e)*min\{Atiq)) ; 2 ^ T } -
Now we state the lower estimates on the diagonal (see [Ml]). 
Proposition 1.1. There exists a neighbourhood V ofp such that for q e V O 0 
K(q,q) ^ n ^ g , ^ ) ) - 2 . 
» = 1 
Note that the right hand side is the volume of P(q,r(q)). Since P(g,r(g)) C Q, 
the reverse inequality with < is obvious, so in this sense the estimate is sharp. 
We turn to the off-diagonal estimates, which are formulated in terms of a "pseu-
dometric", determined by the polydiscs P(q,e). We define 
M(g1,g2) = i n f { C > 0 ; g
2 e P ( g 1 , e ) } . 
M is not a metric, but symmetry and triangle inequality are satisfied with respect 
to the relation <, i.e. M(zyw) « M(w,z) and M(zx,zz) < M(z\,z2) + M(z2,z^j. 
In terms of the Taylor expansion of r we have 
(1.1) M(q\q
2) » \q{ -^I + E Ê ^ 1 ) ^ - ïľ ^kkч m% -ч2] 
i=2 fe=2 
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in the coordinates assigned to q1 and M(q11q
2). 
In the following theorem, D{ denotes the differential operator 7— in the coordi-
OZi 
nates associated to ql and S. For multiindices /i, v let 
D»DV = £ f . . . DffD? ... D£ , 
where the holomorphic derivatives act on the first n variables in K and the anti-
holomorphic derivatives act on the last n variables. 
Proposition 1.2 ([Ml]). There exists a neighbourhood V of p so that for all mul-
tiindices /i, v there exists a constant C^v such that for all q
l,q2 € V fl fi 
WrrKtf^KC^lilTiiqW 2-ЏІ-VІ 
i = l 
where 6 = \r(qx)\ + \r(q2)\ + M(q\q2). 
Now let iV denote the set of points in U lying on the inner normal to bfl at p. In 
the following q will always denote a point on N and we denote d(q) = dist(q, bQ) = 
dist(q,p). A consequence of the compatible estimates of Proposition 1.1 and 1.2 is 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.3. There exists a positive constant C such that 
\K(g,w)\ 
K(q,q) - • 
for all q G N and w E Q. 
Proof. Follows immediately from proposition 3.1 and 3.2 and from the fact that 
there is a subelliptic estimate of order e > 0 in a neighbourhood of p, and so K(z, w) 
is C°° off the boundary diagonal (see [Ke]). • 
To prove the second property of ' , we need the following theorem about 
pseudolocality of the 9-Neumann operator N. Recall that a subelliptic estimate of 
order e > 0 is said to hold in a neighbourhood V of p G 6Q, if there is a constant 
C > 0 such that 
N|e<C(||5a|| + ||5*a|| + ||a||) 
for all infinitely smooth (0,1) - forms supported in V, which are in the domain of 
3*. Here ||.||€ denotes the tangential Sobolev norm of order e on (0, l)-forms and the 
norms on the right are L2-norms. 
For n > 0 let B(p, n) denote the ball centered at p with radius n. 
Let a be a smooth (0, l)-form with support in B(p, ^) which is in the domain of the 
Kohn Laplacian • = 88* + 3*3. Let £ G C°°(Cn) be a function satisfiing f == 1 in 
fi \ B(p,rj) and £ = 0 in B(p, §). 
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Proposition 1.4 ([M2]). Let SI be a smooth bounded pseudoconvex domain in Cn, 
and let p € bil have a neighbourhood, where a subelliptic estimate of order e > 0 
for the B-Neumann problem on (0, l)-forms holds. For s,t € R+ there is a constant 
Cst > 0 so that 
UNa\\l<cet(nr
2{^+4)\Hlt. 
Since p is of finite type, there is an e > 0 for which Proposition 1.4 applies, and 
we use it to prove the following property of hq. 
Lemma 1.5. There exists a constant C independent of q such that 
lK{q'w)l<Cd(q) 
K(q,q) 
forw e Q\B(p,r}), where rj = d(g)-<2"+4>. 
Proof. Following Kerzman, we will use Kohn's formula which relates the Bergman 
projection to the operator N: 
B = I-B*NB. 
Let <j)q be a nonnegative radial function centered at q with support in fi, and such 
that J (pq = 1. By the mean value theorem 
K(w,q) = B<j>q(w). 
Note that (j>q is supported in B(q, d(q)). If n is appropriately larger than d(q), then 
the support of B(pq is contained in B(p, | ) . By Kohn's formula 
i(w)K(w,q) = Z<f>q - £B*NB<j>q = £B*NB<l>q . 
Since \\B*NB<f>q\\8-i < \\NB<t>q\\8, Proposition 1.4 gives 
U(w)K(w,q)\\8-X < Cst^
2(^+4)||9^||-t. 
If s > n, then by Sobolev's lemma, suv\£(w)K(w,q)\ < C\\£(.)K(.,q)\\8. Also, if 
t > n, another application of Sobolev's lemma gives 
I W - t < I W l ' - m = sup{|fo„ / ) | ; / € Co00- Il/llt-i < 1} < /10 ,1 sup | / | < C. 
Together we get 
sup\S{w)K(w,q)\ < Cv~2{i¥+4) • 
W 
Now we take rj = d(g)2<2»+4>, which gives \K(w,q)\ < Cd(q)"
1 for it; outside of 
Hip,*}). On the other hand, from Proposition 1.1 we obtain K(q,q) > Cd(q)~~
2, 
since TX(q,r(q)) = d(q) and all other n are bounded, say by 1. That proves the 
lemma. • 
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2. THE CONSTRUCTION OF A CONTINUOUS PEAK FUNCTION 
By Lemma 1.3 and 1.5, the holomorphic functions 
K(w,q) M " » = us 
have the following properties: 
(i) |/ig(ttf)| < C for w € Q and a constant C independent of q. 
(ii) \hq(w)\ < \ in 0 \ Bfarj) 
(iii) hq(q) = 1. 
Properties (i) and (iii) are immediate, (ii) follows from Lemma 1.5 if d(q) < ^ . 
Now we translate the functions hq to p. Define hq(w) = hq(w -f q — p). 
The functions hq provide approximate peak functions at p, and Bishop's technique 
can be applied to construct a continuous local peak function. 
Proposition 2.1. There exists a sequence of points {(fol^o converging to p. and 
a real number c, 0 < c < 1, such that the function 
CO 
tf(ti;) = ( l - c ) E c n / 4 > ) 
n=0 
is a local continuous peak function at p. 
Proof, {tlrj^o will be a sequence of points on IV converging monotonically to p. It 
is defined inductively as follows. Let hn = hqn and let Un denote the neighbourhood 
of p, outside of which hn < \. 
1. Choose an arbitrary point on N to be qo. If w is outside UQ} we can estimate 
tfHby|tfH|<i(l-c)Ecfc=|. 
2. Let n > 1, and suppose that g& are already chosen for k < n. We choose qn in 
such a way that |/&A,(W)| < rn for w £Un and k < n, where rn > 1 is a number close 
to 1, to be determined later. Since the hk are continuous and hk(p) = 1, a point 
sufficiently close to p will satisfy the requirement. 
Let us estimate H(w) on Un \ f/n_i, to see how to choose c. 
|tf (w)\ < (1 - c)(rn V V + c T + ^ ^ ) = 
fc<n k>n 
l + ( l - c ) (C- l ) c" - -y- + (rn- l) . 
In order to get |H(uv)| < 1, we need 
( l - c ) ( C - l ) c w < ^ r 
(neglecting temporarily rn - 1), which gives c > 1 - ^jz?. So we choose c= 1 - 2Z7, 
and make rn sufficiently close to 1. • 
Notice that hq is defined only on 0 H fip-g, where ilp-q is the translate of fi by 
p - g, and so H is not a global peak function on fi. Using the fact that fi is convex, 
we can construct a global peak function by a geometric argument, without having 
to solve the 9-problem. 
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Proposition 2.2. J / i l C C 1 is a bounded, smooth convex domain and p £ 60 is a 
point of finite type, then there exists a global peak function at p, continuous in ft. 
Proof. Consider the dilation by a factor of two with center at p, and let ft be the 
resulting image of ft. We have p € bft and O C i l , from convexity. Convexity of Q 
also implies the following property of fl: 
(P) Let q e ft be a point on the inner normal at p. Then ft translated by q - p is 
still contained in ft. 
In fact, 0 is still the double dilated domain of the translated domain, this time with 
center at p - 2(q - p), i.e. the reflection of p around q. 
Now we can consider the Bergman kernel of Q. If q G ft lies on TV, we define hq and 
h'q as before, using KQ. From the previous observation, hq is defined in all of ft. 
Therefore H, constructed for ft as in Proposition 2.1 is a global peak function for ft. 
D 
3. THE CONSTRUCTION OF A HOLDER CONTINUOUS PEAK FUNCTION 
To construct a Holder continuous peak function, we will use the following prop-
erties of hq. Let Uq = B(p, n) for n from Lemma 1.5. 
Lemma 3.1. There exists a constant C > 0 independent of q such that 
0) hq(q) = l 
(ii) hq(w)<C 
(iii) hq(w) < Cd(q) in Sl\Uq 
( iv) dw~Mw)-c^m J = -.•••.» 
д v) — hq(w) < Cţ^jт j = l , . . . , n 
Proof, (i) - (iii) are immediate; (iv) follows from Proposition 1.1 and 1.2, since 
Tj(Qi^) > Tj(Qid(q)). (v) follows from Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 and from (1.1), since 
rj(q,S)>Tj(q}M(q,w))>\w\
T. D 
Now we choose qk so that d(qk) =- t̂r, where s is a small number to be determined 
later, and denote a* = d(qk). As before, we define hk(z) = hqk(z + q-p)) and denote 
Un = Uqn. 
Proposition 3.2. For a suitable positive constant c < 1, the function 
oo 
H(z) = (l~c)Y,ckhk(z) 
fc=0 
is a local Holder continuous peak function at p, with Holder exponent v = Y^& 
Proof. First we show that for suitable c and 5, If is a local peak function at p. We 
will estimate the size of H at a point z E U. If z lies outside of U0. then we get from 
(iii) of Lemma 3.1 that \H(z)\ < (1 - c) £ C s p - < 5, if s < ±. 
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Now assume that z € Un\Un-i. Let m be the largest integer such that M ( ^ , z) < dn 
for all k < m. For k < m we can use (iv) to estimate 
\hk(2)-l\<c(^ + ±-^-). 
\dk ^ r - W k > d k ) / 
By (1.1) and (1.2) we have 
f^^it^gm^r. 
Together we obtain 
w>-'i*H£)+-








< 4 4 
~ (Af(z,ft) + Af(ft,flm))
2 ~ M(*,9m)2 • 
The same estimate holds with m replaced by m + 1. 
Next we have hn(z) < C and hk(z) < dk for k > n. Together we obtain 
I I I ( * ) l < ( l - c ) ( W l + C ^ ) c f c + J2 c k C ^ + Ccn + J2ckC 
\k<m \ J m<k<n m + - fc>n 
i __ r m + l o - ^ 
<(1 _ c
m+i) + (1 - c) C — 2 " * 
1 ~ C 2 T 
+ (1 - c)\ Cc m + 1 + (1 - c) C7cn + C(»)n + 1s 
O .o 
<(1 - cm+1) + (1 - c)C- ^ r — 
+ ( l - c ) ^ C c m + 1 + ( l - c ) C c n + ( i ) n + 1 i 
if s < 4*. We take c so that c > (£)* and ^ " " ^ < 1 , i.e. c > 1 - 1 " $ T . Then 
4G V2/ c - ( i ) T . 4 4 G 
each of the four last summands is < | c m + 1 , and so |H(^)| < 1. 
Now we turn to Holder continuity . Let x,y eU. Without loss of generality we can 
assume that 0 < \y\ < \x\. Fix m < n so that dn+i < \y\ < dn and dm +i < \x\ < dm. 
First we estimate the first m terms of the series. From (iv) we get 
(1 - c) Y, c*|My) " hj(x)\ < (1 - c ) C ~ V | z - y|2* < C|x - y|(2c)m. 
j<m 
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To get \x-y\{2c)m < C\x-y\v we need l * - ^ 1 " " < j ^ . Since \x-y\< | | , this 
holds when v< ^f. 
Now we consider the remaining part of the series. First let n > m + 4. Then we can 
estimate from (ii): 
(l-c)үck\hk(y)-hk(x)\<Cď 
k=m 
We have \x - y\ > .™, so cm < C\x - y\u holds again for v < z j ^ ! £ . 
Now let n < m -F 3. 
Case A: Let \x - y\< \y\T. By (v) we have 
OO OO i i 
(1 - c) Y, ck\hk(x) - M»)l < (1 - c) £ ^ ^ F
1 < ^ m | x - y|2mT . 
This will be less than C\x - y\v if we take z/ < ~^6^. 
Case B: Let |x - u| > |y|T. 
Now we have \x-y\ > ^ r and we can again use the estimate V^ ck\hk{y)~hk{x)\ < 
k>m 
Ccm. In order to get cm < C\x - y\u we need again v < "ffi^. 
Remark. Using convexity of fi, we get a global Holder continuous peak function at 
p as in Proposition 2.2. 
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